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The process-control expert, Shigeo Shingo, suggested that Zero Quality Control (ZQC) system is an 

important approach in manufacturing to prevent deficiencies by monitoring the performance of the 

processes. This ZQC system emphasizes the concept of ‘poka-yoke’ and ‘source inspection’ as tools to 

eliminate quality defects entirely. It means that ‘mistakes’ should be eliminated before becoming 

defective products and ‘feedbacks’ should be provided for improving the production. As the 

traditional management system always builds on PDCA cycle, it is arguable that the cycle can never 

absolutely prevent defects as it essentially tolerates the occurrence of defects. The ZQC approach 

overcomes this limitation by integrating the Do and Check processes to promote inspection at the 

source in order to ensure instant feedback before any defects happen. The approach is also valuable for 

construction projects, in particular of urban infrastructure projects, to ensure all the work-in-processes 

are free from defects as illustrated in Figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Approach of self checks and successive checks for individual construction processes. 

 

The combination of the Do and Check processes ensures that any mistakes throughout the processes 

are captured immediately before becoming defects. This provides instant feedback to improve the Plan 

stage. At the same time, the downstream work team in the next process will validate each in-process 

component from the upstream that is passed to them. If there is any variation in the in-process 

component, the previous upstream work team is informed to rectify the problem before more defects 

occur. The worker will now have a greater responsibility and authority for checking the in-process 

items more closely before passing downstream for further on-site assembly. On the other hand, the 

combined Do and Check process captures any mistakes from each in-process activity before they 

become defects, and this provides instant feedback to improve the corresponding Plan stage. 

Additionally, the entire construction project should also be placed in a continuous feedback loop so 

that the Project Manager can identify and change the parts of the process under the Master Plan that 

need improvements from each individual in-process activity.  
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This passage has illustrated how the approach of self checks and successive checks may be applied 

effectively to the more complex urban infrastructure projects challenging the construction industry in 

Hong Kong. By means of such mechanisms, cross checks and cross trainings of upstream and 

downstream workers can be achieved through effective feedback and communication of problems 

along the processes. The author has developed a generic system dynamics model and a few real case 

projects in Hong Kong were initialized for simulating different scenarios of construction projects. As 

illustrated in the simulation exercises, reducing work clashes and/or conflicting works may indeed 

lead to less demolitions, replacement or reworks. The number of service clashes or conflicting works 

reduced largely through cross checks while the reinforcing loop of capturing fabrication errors or 

mistakes via self checks propelled successfully to reduce largely the defective, pending and 

demolition works. As the successive checks could effectively identify upstream hidden mistakes or 

errors before releasing to downstream processes, non-value-adding output works reduced significantly. 

The simulation results favourably support the aforesaid concept although this research needs to probe 

further so as to refine the model.   
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